C3G SuperHeroscape FAQ 1.00

General Question FAQ
NOTE: C3G uses the white Combat Dice instead of the red attack dice and blue defense dice. Figures
like Superman and Flash have powers that refer to rolling blanks. The use of red and blue dice will
make these powers break.
Can C3G be used with Classic Heroscape?
Yes, but it is not recommended. There are some figures and powers that, in our opinion do not mix
well, but this is a game and you can play it how you see fit.
Why are there two names on the cards?
C3G uses Secret Identities, thus allowing you to field more than one figure with the same name but a
different Secret Identity. For example, Batman (Bruce Wayne) and Batman (Terry McGinnis) can be
used in the same army.
What are the symbols at the bottom of the card?
Along with the Super Strength Symbol from the Official Superscape cards, C3G has created a Flying
Symbol. The reason for this is because in the world of comic books there are many characters that have
the power of flight, and the use of the Symbol frees up space on the card for other power text. The
flying special power is stated as such:
FLYING
When counting spaces for this units movement, ignore elevation. This unit may fly over water without
stopping. This unit may fly over figures without becoming engaged. This unit may fly over obstacles
such as ruins. When this unit starts to fly, if this unit is engaged this unit will take any leaving
engagement attacks.
NOTE: The C3G Heroes have stated that they will be paying more attention to the distinctions between
Human, Mutant, Metahuman, and Mutate. By paying closer attention to these distinctions some cards'
races have been changed. The following are cards that have been changed due to this new outlook.
Green Goblin
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Special Rules FAQ
Knockback
What is Knockback?
The C3G Knockback Optional Rule Set was designed to be played with the white combat dice found in
the second edition of Rise of the Valkyrie Master set, Swarm of the Marro Master Set, Marvel
Heroscape Master Set and Dungeons and Dragons Master Set and is fully compatible only with this set
of combat dice. When using different dice, house rules are necessary to ensure full compatibility.
If any figure with Deadly Shot/Strike and SuperStrength roll 2 attack dice and roll two skulls for
an adjacent attack, how many Knockback points do they receive, 2 or 4?
2. Knockback points are determined by each skull rolled, not each hit counted.

Where do I place my figure if it has been moved by Knockback and falls over a cliff but its
movement would end on a space that is occupied by a figure, destructible object, obstacle, etc.?
You cannot move a figure onto an occupied space. You would have to stop and roll for Knockback
damage.
Event Hero
NOTE: When selecting cards to put in your Army, you cannot select two of the same Event Army Card.
Event Heroes are never destroyed without first taking enough wounds to be destroyed. If a terrain rule
or a special power on any Army Card, Glyph, or Destructible Object would automatically destroy an
Event Hero, that terrain rule or special power instead inflicts 4 wounds on that Event Hero. Players
may never take temporary or permanent control of an opponent's Event Hero.

Unit FAQ
5th Precinct Beat Cops
Can I destroy another player's adjacent 5th Precinct Beat Cop to save my own figure?
No, you can only use Protect and Serve with 5th Precinct Beat Cops you control.
Angel (Warren Worthington III)
When exactly does Guardian Angel trigger?
Guardian Angel triggers after damage has been dealt. Guardian Angel is essentially a "Scatter" ability
(see Classic Heroscape Deathreavers) that allows Angel (Warren Worthington III) to carry during his
movement.
Anti-Monitor
What is an event hero?
See above under Special Rules FAQ, Event Hero.
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Batman (Bruce Wayne)
What happens when the Zombies or Roman Archers or other squads with a combined special
attack use their special attack against Batman (Bruce Wayne)?
Those squads bypass the Evasive Strike with their special attack, because there are three attacking
figures.
Black Canary (Dinah Lance)
NOTE: When using Canary Cry Special Attack, figures are considered to be adjacent to a chosen space
if they are within one space of the chosen space, regardless of the difference in elevation.
Black Mask (Roman Sionis)
If a Criminal figure used a special attack while adjacent to Black Mask (Roman Sionis), would it
receive a wound from Black Mask (Roman Sionis)?
No, the card states “If a Criminal figure you control adjacent to Black Mask does not inflict at least 1
wound when attacking with a normal attack, that Criminal figure receives one wound.”
If a Criminal figure used a special attack while adjacent to Black Mask (Roman Sionis), would it
receive +1 attack die from Black Mask (Roman Sionis)?
No, special attacks are never modified by any power.
Blob (Fred Dukes)
Can Blob (Fred Dukes) be moved by Knockback?
Other figures cannot move Blob (Fred Dukes) using Knockback because Knockback is an optional part
of the Super Strength special power. The Immovable power does not allow him to be moved by "any
special power on any Army Card."
Can Blob (Fred Dukes) move other figures with Knockback if he is also using Stuck?
Blob can move other figures using his own Super Strength and Knockback. Stuck is an optional special
power, so Blob (Fred Dukes) may choose to "let go" of adjacent, opposing figures and allow them to be
moved. If a figure is Stuck to Blob (Fred Dukes), it may still take Knockback Damage, since Blob
(Fred Dukes) has Super Strength and his Stuck special power is preventing the defending figure from
being moved.
Catwoman (Selena Kyle)
How many times can Catwoman (Selena Kyle) attack with Whip Lash Special attack?
Catwoman (Selena Kyle) may only continue to attack with her Whip Lash Special Attack if she
inflicted at least one wound, and she may not target a different figure. If that specific targeted figure
does not take the wound, Catwoman (Selena Kyle) may not continue attacking the targeted figure.
How does Expert Climbing work?
When moving Catwoman (Selena Kyle), you do not need to count the vertical elevation changes of up
to 2 levels, simply count it as 1 from her movement. Because you may ignore her height of 4 when
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Expert Climbing, she may climb well beyond her own height. Catwoman (Selena Kyle) must still roll
for damage when falling from Extreme Height (20 levels or higher than her height of 4).
Can Catwoman (Selena Kyle) count 2 ladder rungs as 1 since they are elevation changes?
No, 1 ladder rung equals 2 elevations, so the bonus of the ladder is doing the same thing as the special
ability (see Classic Heroscape ruling for Climb x2).
Count Vertigo (Werner Vertigo)
Who is affected by Veritgo Effect
Vertigo Effect is a special power that affects figures with the Flying and Stealth Flying special powers.
Cyclops (Scott Summers)
If Cyclops (Scott Summers) uses Field Commander, can he still attack?
A- That is correct. Cyclops (Scott Summers) may still attack or use his Telepathic Rapport special
power, but skips his movement phase.
Deadpool (Wade Wilson)
Which occurs first, rolling for Lava Field Damage at the end of the round, or Healing Factor X at
the end of the round?
It is not really cut and dry which comes first. The rule book says that when 2 or more powers occur at
the same time, you should roll the D20 to see which one should go first.
Flash (Barry Allen)
Errata
SPEED DODGE 4
When Flash defends against an attack, and you roll at least one blank, Flash takes no damage and may
immediately move up to 4 spaces.
Green Arrow (Oliver Queen)
Do I have to roll for Skill Shot?
You must always roll for Skill Shot when attacking a non-adjacent figure with a normal attack. If the
targeted figure is adjacent to Green Arrow, you may not use Skill Shot.
What happens if I roll above a 20 (with the help of glyphs or special powers) for Skill Shot?
The result counts as a 20.
If you Green Arrow's Skill Shot would cause a defending figure to subtract two defense dice, but
that defending figure has only one or fewer defense dice, does that defending figure roll negative
defense dice?
No, silly person, there's no such thing as negative defense dice. The defending figure simply would not
roll defense at all.
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Green Construct Mech
When does the Green Construct get to move?
During the sacrificed attack phase of that Green Lantern after the movement phase.
Green Goblin (Norman Osborn)
When Green Goblin (Norman Osborn) uses his Pumpkin Bomb Special Attack, is it an adjacent
attack, or a non-adjacent attack?
If Green Goblin (Norman Osborn) ends his move adjacent to the targeted figure, it is an adjacent
attack; if he does not, then it is not an adjacent attack.
Harley Quinn (Harleen Quinzel)
NOTE: When using Smilex Bomb Special Attack, figures are considered to be within 2 spaces to a
chosen space if they are within two spaces of the chosen space, regardless of the difference in
elevation.
Hawkgirl (Shayera Hol)
Is Stealth Flying considered flying?
Yes, Hawkgirl (Shayera Hol) would be affect by any powers that affect figures with the Flying power.
Martian Manhunter (J'onn J'onzz)
Can Martian Manhunter (J'onn J'onzz) move through castle walls?
Yes. Castle Walls are considered objects like ruins.
Can Martian Manhunter (J'onn J'onzz) be affected by FRIENDLY special powers that require
clear sight?
Yes. Only opponent's figures cannot use special powers on him that require clear sight.
Magneto (Eric Lenhsherr)
Does elevation matter when counting spaces for Magnetic Throw?
No. When “placing” a figure, elevation is not counted.
Penguin (Oswald Cobblepot)
When I reveal an Order Marker on a card, and all the figures on that card have been destroyed,
do I still roll for Self Importance?
No, because the rule book says that you may not "reveal" Order Markers on a card that has all of its
figures destroyed. Those Turn Order Markers are "lost".
If I have Riddler (Edward Hashton) and Penguin (Oswald Cobblepot) both in my army, do I roll
for Riddle Me This or Self-Importance 16 first?
The official ruling on powers that activate simultaneously is that if you control both figures, you
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choose the order in which they activate. Quick strategic tip: You probably want to activate Riddle Me
This first!
The Riddler (Edward Nashton)
If I have Riddler (Edward Hashton) and Penguin (Oswald Cobblepot) both in my army, do I roll
for Riddle Me This or Self-Importance 16 first?
The official ruling on powers that activate simultaneously is that if you control both figures, you
choose the order in which they activate. Quick strategic tip: You probably want to activate Riddle Me
This first!
Sentinel
Errata
Android Equivalency
The species of Soulborg, Android, Cyborg, and Robot are all considered to be the same species when
reading special powers that reference any one of them.
Shadow Thief
If Shadow Thief is my last unit on the battlefield, may I still use Dimensiometer?
No. If you do, Shadow Thief is considered destroyed.
Can I steal an Equipment Glyph without using Dimensiometer and Shadow Theft first?
No. The only way you can steal an Equipment Glyph is by placing Shadow Thief adjacent to the figure
when he is coming off of his card using the Shadow Theft special ability.
Can Shadow Thief use Shadow Theft to place a glyph on his Army Card he could not normally
equip?
No. He is equipping the glyphs when he steals them.
If Shadow Thief is on his card, are glyphs on his Army Card active?
Maybe. If there are specific restrictions on the glyph, then the glyph is still in play, but you can not use
its effect. However, if there are no restrictions (e.g. Probability), then the effect may be used.
Street Thugs
Do Street Thugs get the dice benefit on road or castle hexes?
No. Street Thugs do not get the "Rule the Street" bonus on any type of terrain except for Asphalt and
Concrete.
Superman (Kal-El)
Do I have to defend with Superman (Kal-El) if I use Heroic Duty?
After moving adjacent to the friendly figure that initiated the Heroic Duty power, Superman (Kal-El)
must defend against the attack that initiated the Heroic Duty power regardless of whether he is in the
range or LOS of the attacking figure. Range and LOS only apply to the figure that was initially chosen
for the attack.
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Thor (Thor Odinson)
Does Thor (Thor Odinson) have to be adjacent to an enemy figure to use his Mjolnir Special
Attack?
No. The range is "1+Special." The "Special" part is what lets you just hit one figure from 6 spaces
away if you so choose.
Wolverine (James Howlett)
Which occurs first, rolling for Lava Field Damage at the end of the round, or Healing Factor X at
the end of the round?
It is not really cut and dry which comes first. The rule book says that when 2 or more powers occur at
the same time, you should roll the D20 to see which one should go first.
Wonder Woman (Diana Prince)
How long is my figure negated after Wonder Woman (Diana Prince) uses Golden Lasso?
You remain negated until you are no longer engaged or when another enemy figure engages Wonder
Woman.
Can a unit leave engagement and come back and have all of its abilities?
Yes.
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